Everybody has their own little world…
Pablo likes singing with the birds up in his treehouse,
Frank and Melvin build fantastic mystery machines,
and Clara dreams of faraway planets and galaxies…
Where is your little world?

Includes a Note to Parents and Caregivers with tools to spark your child's imagination, encourage free play and creativity, and foster empathy for others wherever their little world may be.
It's a well-known fact that everybody has their own little world!
When Pablo wants to leave the Earth, he climbs way up to his lair. Perched in his treehouse, he listens to the birds singing, and the world below seems even more beautiful to him.
Marion likes to build her tent in the middle of the living room. No one may enter without her permission... except her cat Fifi! Most of all, Marion loves to spend her afternoons in her cozy palace, purring along with Fifi.
BAM!

CLANG!

Who’s making all that noise?
It’s Frank and Melvin!
Busy in their grandfather’s workshop,
they invent machines that can do everything.
And what might this mysterious one do?
Leo loves animals so much that it’s not unusual to find him talking to them. He is curious about everything tiny and even the smallest ant can become his friend.